To the best of authors' knowledge, this paper presents the first work on memory analysis of VLSI architectures for MotionCompensated Temporal Filtering (MCTF). The open-loop MCTF prediction scheme has led the revolution for hybrid video coding methods that are mainly based on the close-loop MC Prediction (MCP) scheme, and it also becomes the core technology of the coming video coding standard, MPEG-21 part 13 -Scalable Video Coding (SVC). In this paper, the macroblock(MB)-level and frame-level data reuse schemes are analyzed for the MCTF. The MB-level data reuse is especially for the Motion Estimation (ME), and the Level C+ scheme is proposed, which can further reduce the memory bandwidth of the conventional Level C scheme. Framelevel data reuse schemes for MCTF are proposed according to the open-loop prediction nature.
INTRODUCTION
Existing hybrid video standards, such as MPEG-1/-2/-4 and the emerging H.264/AVC, mainly consist of a close-loop MCP scheme and a transform-based texture coder. The "close-loop" means it uses the reconstructed previous frames to predict the current frame, which forms a feed-back loop. The close-loop MCP scheme has been highly optimized for the compression efficiency in the last decade, and the H.264/AVC is a landmark of this development. However, for many video applications in the present and the future, the spatial, temporal, and Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (SNR) scalabilities become more and more demanded. Scalability means we can have multiple adaptations for one video bitstream, such as different frame sizes, frame rates, and visual qualities. The close-loop MCP scheme is hard to provide scalability while maintaining high compression efficiency because of the drift problem, like MPEG-4 FGS. The drift occurs when the encoder and decoder have different reconstructed frames, which exactly happens when the scalability should be provided. For overcoming the drift problem, the compression efficiency will be degraded very much and become unacceptable when there are many scalability layers.
The open-loop interframe wavelet coding scheme becomes a good alternative for scalable video coding, which concept is to perform wavelet transform in the temporal direction. But the coding performance is unacceptable without Motion Compensation (MC). In 1993, Ohm introduces a block-based displacement interframe This work was supported in part by National Science Council, Republic of China, under the grant number 91-2215-E-002-035 and in part by the MediaTek Fellowship. scheme using the Haar filter [1]. However, the compression efficiency is still not comparable to existing MCP video standards until the lifting-based wavelet interframe scheme is proposed and the longer tap wavelet filters, like 5/3 filter, are used [2, 3] . For more details, please refer to [4] .
MPEG has identified a set of applications that require scalable and reliable video coding technologies. After evaluating the response to Call for Proposals on Scalable Video Coding (SVC) [5] , it has been shown that there is a new and innovative video technology that MPEG can bring to industry in a future video standard. In the two most significant proposals [6, 7] and many other proposals, the lifting-based MCTF is the core technology to provide scalable video coding. The MCTF not only can provide a variety of efficient scalabilities because the drift problem is prevented by the open-loop structure but also can increase the compression efficiency of H.264/AVC [7] .
In this paper, we would like to present the first work on VLSI architecture of MCTF by analyzing the memory issues because MCTF is a breakthrough and the key component of the interframe wavelet video coding. This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the MCTF schemes using the Haar, 1/3, and 5/3 filters, are introduced. In section 3, The MB-level data reuse schemes for ME are discussed, and a new Level C+ scheme is also proposed. The memory analysis of the 5/3 and 1/3 MCTF is presented in section 4, and some frame-level data reuse schemes are also proposed. This paper is concluded in section 5.
MOTION-COMPENSATED TEMPORAL FILTERING
In general, MCTF is a concept to perform wavelet transform in the temporal direction. The coding performance and coding delay depend on which wavelet filter is adopted. From recent experimental results [4] , the MCTF is usually implemented by use of the 5/3, 1/3, or Haar filter with the lifting scheme. The lifting scheme is an efficient implementation method of wavelet filters, and it can guarantee the perfect reconstruction property. For simplicity, MCTF represents the lifting-based MCTF using the 5/3 or 1/3 filter in the following because the coding performance of the 5/3 filter is better than the Haar filter and the 1/3 filter is only a subset of the 5/3 filter.
The 5/3 MCTF can be simply illustrated by Fig. 1 , in which only two lifting stages are involved. The prediction stage is using even frames to predict odd frames, and the residual frames are the highpass frames. The update stage is using the highpass frames to update the even frames, and the derived frames are the lowpass frames. of the 5/3 MCTF and treat the even frames as the lowpass frames. For aligning the objects in different frames, the two lifting stages both require motion vectors. The block-based motion model is usually adopted. For every block in the odd frames, ME should be performed to find the best motion vectors MVP L and MVP R in the prediction stage. As for the update motion vectors MVU L and MVU R, they are usually estimated and derived from MVP L and MVP R for saving the motion vector cost. Fig. 1 only shows the 1-level MCTF scheme, and it is the basic building block of the prediction schemes in SVC, including multi-level MCTF, In Band-MCTF, and multi-scale pyramid MCTF [8] .
MACROBLOCK-LEVEL DATA REUSE FOR MOTION ESTIMATION
In the prediction stage, the ME is the most computation-costing part. Thus, the data reuse scheme of ME is still very important for MCTF, and the block-based motion model is assumed in the following. The block matching algorithm (BMA) is to find the best matched candidate block in the reference frame from the search region for every block in the current frame. The matching criteria is usually the Sum-of-Absolute-Difference (SAD). If the search range is Horizontal : [−pH , pH) and V ertical : [−pV , pV ), the current block (CB) of size BH × BV and the corresponding search region are as shown in Fig. 2 . The CB is usually of MB size in video coding systems. The full-search block matching algorithm (FSBMA) is to search every candidate block in the search region, and the fast BMA is trying to search much fewer candidate blocks than FSBMA. In this paper, only the general data reuse scheme of the search region is discussed, which is the same for different detailed computation architectures. Obviously, the FSBMA needs to load the whole search region for every CB. The fast BMA can also load the whole search region or only load the selected candidate blocks. However, the external memory bandwidth of the latter depends on the candidate block searching pattern of the adopted fast BMA algorithm and could be larger than the former that is the same as FSBMA. In the following, the data reuse schemes of FSBMA are reviewed, and a new scheme is also proposed.
Conventional schemes for FSBMA
Since the candidate blocks of one CB are overlapped a lot, and so are the search regions of neighboring CB's, there are four data reuse levels defined in terms of the degree of data reuse from Level A to Level D (weakest to strongest) [9, 10] . Two factors can be used to evaluate the performance of the data reuse schemes: local memory size for the reference frame and redundancy access factor (Ra). The local memory size represents the required memory size to buffer the data of candidate blocks. Ra is used to evaluate the memory bandwidth and defined as:
Ra = total memory bandwidth f or ref erence f rame minimum memory bandwidth (pixel count in total)
The Level A scheme only reuses the overlapped pixels between two candidate blocks in the horizontal direction, and the Level B scheme reuses the overlapped pixels among candidate blocks in both horizontal and vertical directions. However, the Level C scheme is often used because of the current memory technology, and it reuses the horizontally overlapped region between two search regions of two neighboring CB's as shown in Fig. 3(a) , in which only BH × (SRV + BV − 1) pixels are required to loaded from external memory for every CB. Thus, the Ra of Level C scheme can be calculated as:
The required local memory size for the reference frame in the Level C scheme depends on the detailed implementation of ME architectures. In this paper, it is assumed to be one search region size, (SRH + BH − 1)(SRV + BV − 1), such that MC can be performed immediately after ME without any other external memory access. As for the Level D scheme, it can minimize the memory access by fully reusing the horizontally and vertically overlapped search regions with a huge local memory size , (W + SRH − 1)(SRV − 1), where W is the image width [10] .
Proposed Level C+ scheme for FSBMA
The Level C scheme is always scanning the CB's in a raster scan fashion. Using a zig-zag scan fashion, we propose the Level C+ scheme that further reuses the vertically overlapped search regions but not fully reuses them as the Level D scheme. The proposed scheme is loading the search regions of the vertically neighboring CB's simultaneously. In another viewpoint, the current block is stretched in the vertical direction. For example, the new BV,C+ can be 2BV as shown in Fig. 3(b) or even 3BV . Thus, the Ra of the proposed Level C+ scheme is:
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However, the zig-zag scan in the Level C+ scheme may violate the data dependency of MB's in some video standards. For example, before one MB is coded, its left, top, and top-right MB's should be coded first in H.264/AVC. Thus, the Level C+ scheme may need to stretch the CB in the horizontal direction and modify the zig-zag scan. The modification depends on the adopted encoder architecture. For H.264/AVC, BH,C+ is required to be larger than or equal to 2BH if BV,C+ = 2BV . For comparison, the general case and real-life HDTV case are listed in Table 1 for the Level C, Level D, and proposed Level C+ schemes. The total memory bandwidth is the sum of the memory bandwidths for the current frame and reference frames. As shown in Table 1 , the proposed Level C+ scheme can provide a good trade-off between the Level C and D schemes.
MEMORY ANALYSIS OF 1-LEVEL 5/3 AND 1/3 MCTF
The main difference between MCTF and MCP is that the reference frames in MCTF are the original frames and those in MCP are the reconstructed frames. Thus, the ME in MCP needs to be performed in a frame-by-frame fashion (the close-loop property). In MCTF, the ME of different frames can be performed simultaneously. In the following, we propose frame-level data reuse schemes for MCTF and compare them with direct implementation.
Prediction stage
In MCTF, the ME is only performed in the prediction stage, and the update stage only performs MC. The inputs of the prediction stage are the original frames, and the outputs are the highpass frames that are derived after ME and MC as shown in Fig. 1 . The left and right branches of ME in the prediction stage are assumed to be separately performed as [8] . (Integer ME are performed separately, and, however, the locally refined fractional-pel ME can be optimized jointly.) The direct implementation is to perform the left and right ME separately as shown in Fig. 4(a) . The memory access (pixels/pixel) is as follows:
Left ME Left MC H output Right MC&ME where the divisor two exists because the prediction stage is performed for every two frames. The required total local memory is one current block buffer (CBB) and one search region buffer (SRB). SRB corresponds to the third column of Table 1 and depends on which MB-level data reuse scheme is used. Two frame-level data reuse schemes for the ME are proposed, Double Reference Frames (DRF) and Double Current Frames (DCF), as shown in Fig. 4(b) and (c), respectively. The total local memory size of DRF is 1CBB + 2SRB, and the memory access is:
input H output
As for the DCF, the total local memory size is 2CBB + 1SRB, and the memory access is:
The three mentioned reuse schemes are compared in Table 2 . The DCF scheme can provide the smallest memory bandwidth if Ra >= 2, and the local memory size is also smaller than the DRF scheme and nearly equal to the separate scheme because the CBB is usually much smaller than SRB.
Combined prediction and update stages
In the update stage, only the MC is performed, and the motion vectors are derived from those in the prediction stage. Similarly, the MC of the update stage can also be performed by use of the DRF or DCF scheme. The DRF scheme of the update stage is as shown in the top of Fig. 5(a) , and the memory access is:
On the other hand, the DCF scheme is shown in the top of Fig.  5(c) , and the memory access is:
Thus, combining the frame-level data reuse schemes of the prediction and update stages, there are four possible schemes as shown in Fig. 5 (The direct separate scheme is neglected here). In Fig. 5 , the frames expressed by bold lines represent those need to be stored in the external memory for the 5/3 MCTF, and the frame delay numbers of the lowpass frames can also be found by counting the distance between the lowpass frame and the newest input frame. Besides, the required local memory is determined by the prediction
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Left ME ME ME stage and is the same as Table 2 . These four combined schemes of the 5/3 MCTF are summarized in Table 3 . Furthermore, the data reuse schemes of the 1/3 MCTF are also listed. From this table, the update stage is always suggested to adopt the DRF scheme, not the DCF scheme. If Ra >= 2, using the DCF scheme for the prediction stage will require less memory bandwidth but more external storage and lowpass frame delay than using the DRF one.
MC MC

CONCLUSION
In this paper, we analyze the memory issues of the core technology MCTF in the future video standard SVC. The MB-level data reuse scheme for ME is analyzed first, and a new Level C+ scheme is proposed, which is also useful for existing video standards. The memory issues for the 5/3 and 1/3 MCTF are discussed in terms of memory bandwidth, local memory size, minimum external storage size, and lowpass frame encoding delay. Two frame-level data reuse schemes, DRF and DCF, are proposed according to the open-loop MCTF nature. This analysis can be used as a reference for implementing the interframe wavelet video coding, and the detailed bandwidth and memory size depend on the adopted data reuse scheme, search range size, and frame size. Our future work will extend this work to Inverse MCTF, multi-level MCTF, IB-MCTF, and multi-scale pyramid MCTF schemes.
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